FIRE BY DESIGN
A true innovator, Heat & Glo embraces its forward-thinking
design as much as its advances in heating technology.
From design-centric showpieces like the modern Red 40
to the hard-working 6000 product line that started it all,
Heat & Glo is able to easily straddle the line between
aesthetically-pleasing and forward thinking.
In fact, Heat & Glo’s technological innovations have become
industry standards over the years. We’ve invented Direct
Vent technology, FireBrick® material and IntelliFireTM
systems, which raised the bar for ease of installation,
heat insulation and the control of warmth, respectively.
When you want cutting-edge technology and innovative
style that no one can ignore, choose Heat & Glo.
Heat & Glo has all you need to complete any hearth
project. We’re ready when you are.

Multi-sided Gas Fireplaces

Gas Fireplace Inserts

Gas Stoves

Simplifyre Electric Fireplaces

WOODBURNING FIREPLACES

Options, options & more options.

There’s more than one way to look at a fireplace. And there’s more than one place to put one. Perfect for defining spaces,

The simplest way to convert a cold, drafty fireplace

A merging of high-tech innovation and high heat

Brighten any room with ambiance and versatility.

When you’re looking for the sensory experience of a

With dozens of mantels, cabinets, shelves and facings; a variety of fronts, panels, companions and finishes;

dividing rooms and creating drama.

into a warm, airtight unit. So smart when remodeling.

efficiency with both traditional and modern looks.

Designed with total placement flexibility and multiple

woodburning unit, there’s something here for every

even remote controls and wall switches; you can define and design your own style.

Less work, less worry, and just a little more ambiance.

finishing options.

need, every budget.

Solaris
Available in two models:
Solaris36-ST is the world's
thinnest see-through
fireplace with a levitating
flame and transparent
burner. Solaris 36-MR
is a two-sided fireplace
featuring our infinity flame,
which provides a 6-foot
deep illusion of flame
and lighting effects.

See-Through
This 36” see-through
gas fireplace is our
largest see-thru model
and can complement
any décor and turn
any room into a true
family space. Shown
with aero front in black
and electric ember bed.

Cosmo Insert
Featuring a unique
modern ribbon of
flame spreading
across the length
of the firebox.
Available in two
sizes. Shown with
halo fronts and
stone media.

Paloma
Its vertical
configuration and
modern, European
lines create the look
of a freestanding
fireplace. Shown
with gray curved
outer glass and
matching optional
hearth pad.

Simplifyre-26
Simplifyre models
offer the most
realistic flame
technology in an
electric fireplace.
Shown with
modern front.

Rutherford
Offers an authentic
masonry look without
the expense of a
site-built masonry
fireplace. Shown
with herringbone
refractory and
mesh screen.
Available in 36",
42" and 50" widths.

Mantels and Stone Facings
Select from an array of styles, materials and finishes. Just a few of our wide selection shown:

Luna Cast Stone Mantel

Call: (888) 427-3973
Web: www.heatnglo.com

Limited Lifetime Warranty*
The strongest in the industry, Heat & Glo provides a limited lifetime
warranty on the most important aspects: firebox and heat exchanger.

Escape See-Through
With its premium
construction and
spectacular appearance,
the Escape 42" SeeThrough delivers on its
“best in class” promise,
maximizing enjoyment
of the fire. Shown
with firescreen front.

Corner
Adds light and warmth
to any corner, left
or right. Shown with
aero front in black.

Escape Insert
Available in two
sizes this FireBrick
insert offers a large
viewing area and
high efficiency.
Shown with bronze
galleria doors,
surround and st.
cloud shelf mantel.

Tiara I
Smaller size delivers
the right amount
of heat for smaller
rooms. Shown in
espresso finish.

Simplifyre-35
The 35" Simplifyre
can be installed
at any height on
a wall or finished
with a custom
surround. Shown
with custom surround.

Northstar
EPA Phase II certified
to meet the strictest
environmental
standards in the
country and capable
of producing up to
51,000 BTUs of heat.

Metro See Through
This modern-designed
32" see-through gas
fireplace combines
floor plan flexibility
with unmatched
style and innovation.
Shown with modern
front in new bronze

A brand of Hearth & Home Technologies Inc.
7571 215th Street West, Lakeville, MN 55044
Web: heatnglo.com
Phone: (888) 427-3973 (952) 985-6000
E-mail: info@heatnglo.com
facebook.com/HeatandGlo
twitter.com/HeatandGlo
youtube.com/HeatandGlo

*For full warranty details, go to www.heatnglo.com.
Fireplace glass and other surfaces get extremely HOT and can
cause severe burns if touched. Do not remove the protective
safety screen from the front of the glass. Keep a safe distance
away. To learn more visit www.fireplaces.com/fireplacesafety

HNG-1075U-1111

Pier
Three-sided viewing
creates the perfect
room divider.
Shown with aero
front in black
and custom tile.

grand-i35 &
Supreme-I30
Inserts
Medium or large size
offers a generous
viewing area and high
energy efficiency.
Shown with arcadia
front and surround
in bronze.

Tiara II
Sturdy cast iron
construction heats
larger-sized rooms.
Shown in cast black.

Simplifyre-ST
The Simplifyre
See-through electric
fireplace creates
a dramatic room
divider that can
literally go anywhere.
Shown with standard
faux bi-fold glass
doors and custom
surround.

Exclaim Series
The Exclaim series
offers viewing areas
of magnificent
proportions. Shown
with with standard
parting mesh
and traditional
refractory. Available
in 36", 42" and
50" widths.

Portico Wood Mantel

Parsons Wood Mantel

Fronts and Doors
Customize your fireplace with one of many stylish options. Choose from multiple finishes—each high on style, long on durability.

Chateau Forge Front
®

Hearst Cast Stone Mantel

Arcadia Front

Halston Operable
Doors

Folio Front (Inside Fit) Galleria Operable
Doors

Remote & Wall Controls
Easily manage your fireplace with a wireless remote or a wall-mounted control.

DESIGNED |

Visit www.heatnglo.com for more information and complete choices available.

to inspire

FIREPLACE
SELECTION GUIDE

The Classic Collection of Gas Fireplaces

The Designer Collection of Gas Fireplaces

The Modern Collection of Gas Fireplaces

Gas Fireplaces with FireBrick®

Traditional style meets exceptional options: the compact fit of a Slim Line, the popular 36" size of the 6000 C Series or

The art and science of the fireplace. When our imaginative selection of unique forms and applications meets state-of-the-art

The striking simplicity of contemporary design meets the effortless convenience of gas technology. It’s a powerful combination —

Our exclusive FireBrick creates the world’s only seamless,

Outdoor Lifestyles by
Hearth & Home Technologies

the 42" viewing area of the 8000 C Series.

innovation, every room can make a bold statement.

one that can take any room from now to wow, instantly.

ceramic fiber firebox with a brick pattern—replicating the

Fireplaces, firepits and more. Turn an ordinary deck or

look of masonry, providing wonderful radiant heat.

patio into an extraordinary entertainment space.

A Heat & Glo fireplace is the
centerpiece of any room.
Innovation combined with style
offers a renewing place where
memories are made and naps
are taken.
A Heat & Glo fireplace is the
6000 C Series
A range of features and sizes are available with the C, CL and
CLX models. The series delivers the perfect combination
of flame, glow and lighting. 36” CLX shown with chateau
forge front, portico mantel and absolute black granite.

heart of every home.

8000 C Series
The perfect combination of flame, glow and lighting.
The C, CL and CLX models offer a wide range of available
features and sizes. The 42” CLX shown with chateau
deluxe front in new bronze and st. cloud shelf mantel.

Escape
First, we removed all
visible sheet metal,
then added innovation
after innovation, like
accent lighting,
FireBrick® technology
and clean face design.
Shown with firescreen
front and prairie ridge
companions in bronze.

Escape See Through
With its premium
construction and
spectacular appearance,
the Escape 42" See
Through delivers on its
“best in class” promise,
maximizing enjoyment
of the fire. Shown
with arched firescreen
front in bronze.

Solaris
Available in two models:
Solaris36-ST is the world's
thinnest see-through
fireplace with a levitating
flame and transparent
burner. Solaris 36-MR
is a two-sided fireplace
featuring our infinity
flame, which provides a
6-foot deep illusion of
flame and lighting effects.

RED Series
Customize with a variety
of stone and glass media
options, LED lighting,
and porcelain or granite
refractory liners. Shown
with scarlet glass media,
LED accent lighting and
absolute black granite
surround. Available in
40", 40" See Through
and 60" models.

Cerona-42
Performance and
efficiency in the only
true arched direct vent
gas fireplace on the
market. Shown with
chateau deluxe front
and arched trim stone.

Carolina
Fully featured
and ready for a
custom finish, this
gas fireplace is
easy to install, burns
beautifully, and has
a compact footprint
for almost any patio,
deck, or veranda.
Available in 36"
and 42" models.

Cerona-36
Cerona takes serious
heat output and
stylishly wraps it in a
classic arched fireplace.
Shown with galleria
doors in aged brass
and custom surround.

Cerona-42
Performance and
efficiency in the only
true arched direct vent
gas fireplace on the
market. Shown with
chateau deluxe front
and arched trim stone.

LUX60
The LUX60 combines
modern design,
spectacular flames,
stainless steel fire
tubes and innovative
LED accent lighting
technology. Shown
with LUX60 panels in
plated black nickel
with black glass media.

Metro 32
The Metro 32 has
a shallow footprint
for easy placement,
a porcelain interior
firebox with custom
media options, and
a modern look that
will match your
décor. Shown with
modern front in fog.

Cerona-36
Cerona takes serious
heat output and
stylishly wraps it
in a classic arched
fireplace. Shown
with valencia front
in new bronze and
custom surround.

castlewood
The clean, simple
lines of this 42"
wood fireplace,
along with the
optional glass doors,
complement any
outdoor space.
Shown with optional
glass doors.

Everest with
Atlas surround
Shown with atlas cast
stone surround in gray
and standard black front.

Crescent II
Designed specifically
to slip into corners
and tight spots. Shown
with bella cabinet and
essence front in pewter.

Cosmo
Downtown, uptown,
and everywhere in
between, when looks
matter, it’s your style.
Accent the firebox
with glass, in four cool
colors to warm up your
flame. Shown with
tonic front in fog with
black glass media.

Paloma™
Combines sleek lines
and European styling
with innovative thinking
and finely detailed
construction. Shown
with gray curved outer
glass and matching
optional hearth pad.

Escape-42
Innovation after
innovation makes it
the best of the best.
Shown with bronze
Firescreen front, prairie
ridge companions
and sierra log shelf.

Twilight II
The world's first
indoor/outdoor
see-through
gas fireplace.

Where style & innovation ignite.
Where spark & spirit renew.

Innovation
Style
Balance

SL-750TRS
Only 16-1/4” deep and 36” wide. Shown with Kenwood
mantel and optional raised hearth, beige marble and
chateau deluxe front in new bronze.

SL-550TRS
Just 16-1/4" deep and 31" wide. Shown with kenwood cabinet,
optional raised hearth base, marron brown marble and halston
operable doors in new bronze.

